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Read Online Action In Spring
If you ally dependence such a referred Action In Spring ebook that will pay for you worth, get the entirely best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If you want to humorous books, lots
of novels, tale, jokes, and more ﬁctions collections are as a consequence launched, from best seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every book collections Action In Spring that we will enormously oﬀer. It is not as regards the costs. Its very nearly what you dependence currently. This Action In Spring,
as one of the most eﬀective sellers here will entirely be in the middle of the best options to review.

KEY=IN - ELVIS VANG
SPRING IN ACTION
Simon and Schuster Summary Spring in Action, 5th Edition is the fully updated revision of Manning's bestselling Spring in Action. This new edition includes all Spring 5.0 updates,
along with new examples on reactive programming, Spring WebFlux, and microservices. You'll also ﬁnd the latest Spring best practices, including Spring Boot for application setup
and conﬁguration. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the Technology Spring Framework makes life
easier for Java developers. New features in Spring 5 bring its productivity-focused approach to microservices, reactive development, and other modern application designs. With
Spring Boot now fully integrated, you can start even complex projects with minimal conﬁguration code. And the upgraded WebFlux framework supports reactive apps right out of
the box! About the Book Spring in Action, 5th Edition guides you through Spring's core features, explained in Craig Walls' famously clear style. You'll roll up your sleeves and build a
secure database-backed web app step by step. Along the way, you'll explore reactive programming, microservices, service discovery, RESTful APIs, deployment, and expert best
practices. Whether you're just discovering Spring or leveling up to Spring 5.0, this Manning classic is your ticket! What's inside Building reactive applications Spring MVC for web
apps and RESTful web services Securing applications with Spring Security Covers Spring 5.0 Over 100,000 copies sold! About the Reader For intermediate Java developers. About the
Author Craig Walls is a principal software engineer at Pivotal, a popular author, an enthusiastic supporter of Spring Framework, and a frequent conference speaker. Table of
Contents PART 1 - FOUNDATIONAL SPRING Getting started with Spring Developing web applications Working with data Securing Spring Working with conﬁguration properties PART 2
- INTEGRATED SPRING Creating REST services Consuming REST services Sending messages asynchronously Integrating Spring PART 3 - REACTIVE SPRING Introducing Reactor
Developing reactive APIs Persisting data reactively PART 4 CLOUD-NATIVE SPRING Discovering services Managing conﬁguration Handling failure and latency PART 5 - DEPLOYED
SPRING Working with Spring Boot Actuator Administering Spring Monitoring Spring with JMX Deploying Spring

SPRING IN ACTION, SIXTH EDITION
Simon and Schuster If you need to learn Spring, look no further than this widely beloved and comprehensive guide! Fully revised for Spring 5.3, and packed with interesting realworld examples to get your hands dirty with Spring. In Spring in Action, 6th Edition you will learn: Building reactive applications Relational and NoSQL databases Integrating via
HTTP and REST-based services, and sand reactive RSocket services Reactive programming techniques Deploying applications to traditional servers and containers Securing
applications with Spring Security Over the years, Spring in Action has helped tens of thousands of developers get a major productivity boost from Spring. This new edition of the
classic bestseller covers all of the new features of Spring 5.3 and Spring Boot 2.4 along with examples of reactive programming, Spring Security for REST Services, and bringing
reactivity to your databases. You'll also ﬁnd the latest Spring best practices, including Spring Boot for application setup and conﬁguration. About the technology Spring is required
knowledge for Java developers! Why? Th is powerful framework eliminates a lot of the tedious conﬁguration and repetitive coding tasks, making it easy to build enterprise-ready,
production-quality software. The latest updates bring huge productivity boosts to microservices, reactive development, and other modern application designs. It’s no wonder over
half of all Java developers use Spring. About the book Spring in Action, Sixth Edition is a comprehensive guide to Spring’s core features, all explained in Craig Walls’ famously clear
style. You’ll put Spring into action as you build a complete database-backed web app step-by-step. This new edition covers both Spring fundamentals and new features such as
reactive ﬂows, Kubernetes integration, and RSocket. Whether you’re new to Spring or leveling up to Spring 5.3, make this classic bestseller your bible! What's inside Relational and
NoSQL databases Integrating via RSocket and REST-based services Reactive programming techniques Deploying applications to traditional servers and containers About the reader
For beginning to intermediate Java developers. About the author Craig Walls is an engineer at VMware, a member of the Spring engineering team, a popular author, and a frequent
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conference speaker. Table of Contents PART 1 FOUNDATIONAL SPRING 1 Getting started with Spring 2 Developing web applications 3 Working with data 4 Working with
nonrelational data 5 Securing Spring 6 Working with conﬁguration properties PART 2 INTEGRATED SPRING 7 Creating REST services 8 Securing REST 9 Sending messages
asynchronously 10 Integrating Spring PART 3 REACTIVE SPRING 11 Introducing Reactor 12 Developing reactive APIs 13 Persisting data reactively 14 Working with RSocket PART 4
DEPLOYED SPRING 15 Working with Spring Boot Actuator 16 Administering Spring 17 Monitoring Spring with JMX 18 Deploying Spring

SPRING IN ACTION
Dreamtech Press Spring in Action introduces you to the ideas behind Spring and then quickly launches into a hands-on exploration of the framework. Combining short code snippets
and an ongoing example developed throughout the book, it shows you how to build simple and eﬃcient J2EE applications. You will see how to solve persistence problems using the
leading open-source tools, and also how to integrate your application with the most popular web frameworks. You will learn how to use Spring to manage the bulk of your
infrastructure code so you can focus on what really matters your critical business needs. Spring in Action has been completely updated to cover the exciting new features of Spring
2.0. The book begins by introducing you to the core concepts of Spring and then quickly launches into a hands-on exploration of the framework.Part 1 - Spring EssentialsPart 2 Spring in the Business LayerPart 3 - Spring in the Web Layer

SPRING BOOT IN ACTION
Simon and Schuster Summary A developer-focused guide to writing applications using Spring Boot. You'll learn how to bypass the tedious conﬁguration steps so that you can
concentrate on your application's behavior. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the Technology The
Spring Framework simpliﬁes enterprise Java development, but it does require lots of tedious conﬁguration work. Spring Boot radically streamlines spinning up a Spring application.
You get automatic conﬁguration and a model with established conventions for build-time and runtime dependencies. You also get a handy command-line interface you can use to
write scripts in Groovy. Developers who use Spring Boot often say that they can't imagine going back to hand conﬁguring their applications. About the Book Spring Boot in Action is
a developer-focused guide to writing applications using Spring Boot. In it, you'll learn how to bypass conﬁguration steps so you can focus on your application's behavior. Spring
expert Craig Walls uses interesting and practical examples to teach you both how to use the default settings eﬀectively and how to override and customize Spring Boot for your
unique environment. Along the way, you'll pick up insights from Craig's years of Spring development experience. What's Inside Develop Spring apps more eﬃciently Minimal to no
conﬁguration Runtime metrics with the Actuator Covers Spring Boot 1.3 About the Reader Written for readers familiar with the Spring Framework. About the Author Craig Walls is a
software developer, author of the popular book Spring in Action, Fourth Edition, and a frequent speaker at conferences. Table of Contents Bootstarting Spring Developing your ﬁrst
Spring Boot application Customizing conﬁguration Testing with Spring Boot Getting Groovy with the Spring Boot CLI Applying Grails in Spring Boot Taking a peek inside with the
Actuator Deploying Spring Boot applications APPENDIXES Spring Boot developer tools Spring Boot starters Conﬁguration properties Spring Boot dependencies

SPRING IN ACTION
Manning Publications Brings readers up to speed with Spring 3.1 and then highlights some of the new Spring 3.2 features such as asynchronous Spring MVC Controllers, also
covering testing support for Spring MVC controllers and RestTemplate-based clients. Original.

SPRING SECURITY IN ACTION
Manning Publications Spring Security in Action shows you how to prevent cross-site scripting and request forgery attacks before they do damage. You’ll start with the basics,
simulating password upgrades and adding multiple types of authorization. As your skills grow, you'll adapt Spring Security to new architectures and create advanced OAuth2
conﬁgurations. By the time you're done, you'll have a customized Spring Security conﬁguration that protects against threats both common and extraordinary. Summary While
creating secure applications is critically important, it can also be tedious and time-consuming to stitch together the required collection of tools. For Java developers, the powerful
Spring Security framework makes it easy for you to bake security into your software from the very beginning. Filled with code samples and practical examples, Spring Security in
Action teaches you how to secure your apps from the most common threats, ranging from injection attacks to lackluster monitoring. In it, you'll learn how to manage system users,
conﬁgure secure endpoints, and use OAuth2 and OpenID Connect for authentication and authorization. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub
formats from Manning Publications. About the technology Security is non-negotiable. You rely on Spring applications to transmit data, verify credentials, and prevent attacks.
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Adopting "secure by design" principles will protect your network from data theft and unauthorized intrusions. About the book Spring Security in Action shows you how to prevent
cross-site scripting and request forgery attacks before they do damage. You’ll start with the basics, simulating password upgrades and adding multiple types of authorization. As
your skills grow, you'll adapt Spring Security to new architectures and create advanced OAuth2 conﬁgurations. By the time you're done, you'll have a customized Spring Security
conﬁguration that protects against threats both common and extraordinary. What's inside Encoding passwords and authenticating users Securing endpoints Automating security
testing Setting up a standalone authorization server About the reader For experienced Java and Spring developers. About the author Laurentiu Spilca is a dedicated development
lead and trainer at Endava, with over ten years of Java experience. Table of Contents PART 1 - FIRST STEPS 1 Security Today 2 Hello Spring Security PART 2 - IMPLEMENTATION 3
Managing users 4 Dealing with passwords 5 Implementing authentication 6 Hands-on: A small secured web application 7 Conﬁguring authorization: Restricting access 8 Conﬁguring
authorization: Applying restrictions 9 Implementing ﬁlters 10 Applying CSRF protection and CORS 11 Hands-on: A separation of responsibilities 12 How does OAuth 2 work? 13 OAuth
2: Implementing the authorization server 14 OAuth 2: Implementing the resource server 15 OAuth 2: Using JWT and cryptographic signatures 16 Global method security: Pre- and
postauthorizations 17 Global method security: Pre- and postﬁltering 18 Hands-on: An OAuth 2 application 19 Spring Security for reactive apps 20 Spring Security testing

SPRING INTEGRATION IN ACTION
Simon and Schuster Summary Spring Integration in Action is a hands-on guide to Spring-based messaging and integration. After addressing the core messaging patterns, such as
those used in transformation and routing, the book turns to the adapters that enable integration with external systems. Readers will explore real-world enterprise integration
scenarios using JMS, Web Services, ﬁle systems, and email. They will also learn about Spring Integration's support for working with XML. The book concludes with a practical guide
to advanced topics such as concurrency, performance, system-management, and monitoring. The book features a foreword by Rod Johnson, Founder of the Spring Network. About
the Technology Spring Integration extends the Spring Framework to support the patterns described in Gregor Hohpe and Bobby Woolf's Enterprise Integration Patterns. Like the
Spring Framework itself, it focuses on developer productivity, making it easier to build, test, and maintain enterprise integration solutions. About the Book Spring Integration in
Action is an introduction and guide to enterprise integration and messaging using the Spring Integration framework. The book starts oﬀ by reviewing core messaging patterns, such
as those used in transformation and routing. It then drills down into real-world enterprise integration scenarios using JMS, Web Services, ﬁlesystems, email, and more. You'll ﬁnd an
emphasis on testing, along with practical coverage of topics like concurrency, scheduling, system management, and monitoring. This book is accessible to developers who know
Java. Experience with Spring and EIP is helpful but not assumed. Purchase of the print book comes with an oﬀer of a free PDF, ePub, and Kindle eBook from Manning. Also available
is all code from the book. What's Inside Realistic examples Expert advice from Spring Integration creators Detailed coverage of Spring Integration 2 features About the Authors Mark
Fisher is the Spring Integration founder and project lead. Jonas Partner, Marius Bogoevici, and Iwein Fuld have all been project committers and are recognized experts on Spring and
Spring Integration. Table of Contents PART 1 BACKGROUND Introduction to Spring Integration Enterprise integration fundamentals 24 PART 2 MESSAGING Messages and channels
Message Endpoints Getting down to business Go beyond sequential processing: routing and ﬁltering Splitting and aggregating messages PART 3 INTEGRATING SYSTEMS Handling
messages with XML payloads Spring Integration and the Java Message Service Email-based integration Filesystem integration Spring Integration and web services Chatting and
tweeting PART 4 ADVANCED TOPICS Monitoring and management Managing scheduling and concurrency Batch applications and enterprise integration Scaling messaging
applications with OSGi Testing

SPRING MICROSERVICES IN ACTION
Simon and Schuster Summary Spring Microservices in Action teaches you how to build microservice-based applications using Java and the Spring platform. Purchase of the print
book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the technology Microservices break up your code into small, distributed, and
independent services that require careful forethought and design. Fortunately, Spring Boot and Spring Cloud simplify your microservice applications, just as the Spring Framework
simpliﬁes enterprise Java development. Spring Boot removes the boilerplate code involved with writing a REST-based service. Spring Cloud provides a suite of tools for the
discovery, routing, and deployment of microservices to the enterprise and the cloud. About the Book Spring Microservices in Action teaches you how to build microservice-based
applications using Java and the Spring platform. You'll learn to do microservice design as you build and deploy your ﬁrst Spring Cloud application. Throughout the book, carefully
selected real-life examples expose microservice-based patterns for conﬁguring, routing, scaling, and deploying your services. You'll see how Spring's intuitive tooling can help
augment and refactor existing applications with micro services. What's Inside Core microservice design principles Managing conﬁguration with Spring Cloud Conﬁg Client-side
resiliency with Spring, Hystrix, and Ribbon Intelligent routing using Netﬂix Zuul Deploying Spring Cloud applications About the Reader This book is written for developers with Java
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and Spring experience. About the Author John Carnell is a senior cloud engineer with twenty years of experience in Java. Table of contents Welcome to the cloud, Spring Building
microservices with Spring Boot Controlling your conﬁguration with Spring Cloud conﬁguration server On service discovery When bad things happen: client resiliency patterns with
Spring Cloud and Netﬂix Hystrix Service routing with Spring Cloud and Zuul Securing your microservices Event-driven architecture with Spring Cloud Stream Distributed tracing with
Spring Cloud Sleuth and Zipkin Deploying your microservices

SPRING BATCH IN ACTION
Simon and Schuster Summary Spring Batch in Action is an in-depth guide to writing batch applications using Spring Batch. Written for developers who have basic knowledge of Java
and the Spring lightweight container, the book provides both a best-practices approach to writing batch jobs and comprehensive coverage of the Spring Batch framework. About the
Technology Even though running batch jobs is a common task, there's no standard way to write them. Spring Batch is a framework for writing batch applications in Java. It includes
reusable components and a solid runtime environment, so you don't have to start a new project from scratch. And it uses Spring's familiar programming model to simplify
conﬁguration and implementation, so it'll be comfortably familiar to most Java developers. About the Book Spring Batch in Action is a thorough, in-depth guide to writing eﬃcient
batch applications. Starting with the basics, it discusses the best practices of batch jobs along with details of the Spring Batch framework. You'll learn by working through dozens of
practical, reusable examples in key areas like monitoring, tuning, enterprise integration, and automated testing. No prior batch programming experience is required. Basic
knowledge of Java and Spring is assumed. Purchase of the print book comes with an oﬀer of a free PDF, ePub, and Kindle eBook from Manning. Also available is all code from the
book. What's Inside Batch programming from the ground up Implementing data components Handling errors during batch processing Automating tedious tasks Table of Contents
PART 1 BACKGROUND Introducing Spring Batch Spring Batch concepts PART 2 CORE SPRING BATCH Batch conﬁguration Running batch jobs Reading data Writing data Processing
data Implementing bulletproof jobs Transaction management PART 3 ADVANCED SPRING BATCH Controlling execution Enterprise integration Monitoring jobs Scaling and parallel
processing Testing batch applications

CLOUD NATIVE SPRING IN ACTION
Manning Publications Cloud Native Spring in Action teaches you eﬀective Spring and Kubernetes cloud development techniques that you can immediately apply to enterprise-grade
applications. To really beneﬁt from the reliability and scalability you get with cloud platforms, your applications need to be designed for that environment. Cloud Native Spring in
Action is a practical guide for planning, designing, and building your ﬁrst cloud native apps using the powerful, industry-standard Spring framework Cloud Native Spring in Action
teaches you eﬀective Spring and Kubernetes cloud development techniques that you can immediately apply to enterprise-grade applications. As you develop an online bookshop,
you'll learn how to build and test a cloud native app with Spring, containerize it with Docker, and deploy it to the public cloud with Kubernetes. Including coverage of security,
continuous delivery, and conﬁguration, this hands-on guide is the perfect primer for navigating the increasingly complex cloud landscape. Purchase of the print book includes a free
eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.

SPRING ROO IN ACTION
Simon and Schuster Summary Spring Roo in Action is a unique book that teaches you how to code Java in Roo, with a particular focus on Spring-based applications. Through handson examples, you'll learn how Roo creates well-formed application structures and supports best practices and tools. Plus, you'll get a quick-and-dirty guide to setting up Roo
eﬀectively in your environment. About the Technology Roo is a lightweight Java console shell that simpliﬁes compile-time tasks. It improves productivity by enforcing correct coding
practices and patterns and integrates with mainstream Java technologies, including ActiveMQ, GWT, JPA, and OSGi. And, when you ﬁnish coding, it gets out of the way so there's no
runtime impact. About the Book Spring Roo in Action teaches you to code Java more eﬃciently using Roo. With the help of many examples, it shows you how to build application
components from the database layer to the user interface. The book takes a test-ﬁrst approach and points out how Roo can help automate many of the mundane details of coding
Java apps. Along the way, you'll address important topics like security, messaging, and cloud computing. This book is for Java developers who want to get more productive by using
Roo. Purchase of the print book comes with an oﬀer of a free PDF, ePub, and Kindle eBook from Manning. Also available is all code from the book. What's Inside Learn Roo from the
ground up Integrate with existing projects Create custom add-ons Use Roo with Spring ====================================================== Table of
Contents PART 1 STARTING SPRING APPS RAPIDLY WITH ROO What is Spring Roo? Getting started with Roo PART 2 DATABASES AND ENTITIES Database persistence with entities
Relationships, JPA, and advanced persistence PART 3 WEB DEVELOPMENT Rapid web applications with Roo Advanced web applications RIA and other web frameworks Conﬁguring
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security PART 4 INTEGRATION Testing your application Enterprise services—email and messaging Roo add-ons Advanced add-ons and deployment PART 5 ROO IN THE CLOUD Cloud
computing Workﬂow applications using Spring Integration

SPRING DYNAMIC MODULES IN ACTION
Simon and Schuster Java EE developers increasingly want to utilize OSGi to develop modular applications for component and service-based architectures. But tools required for OSGi
implementation have been slow to develop. Spring Dynamic Modules (Spring DM) is a framework that simpliﬁes the creation of component and service-oriented architectures with
OSGi, to build modular Java applications using the powerful Spring framework. Spring Dynamic Modules in Action presents the fundamental concepts of OSGi-basedapps and maps
them to the familiar ideas of the Spring framework. Then, it teaches the techniques and concepts required to develop stable, ﬂexible enterprise apps. Along the way, readers will
learn to incorporate other topics including dependency injection and unit testing in an OSGi-based environment. Purchase of the print book comes with an oﬀer of a free PDF, ePub,
and Kindle eBook from Manning. Also available is all code from the book.

ASPECTJ IN ACTION
PRACTICAL ASPECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING
Manning Publications Company Explains the concepts of aspect-oriented programming and the basics of the AspectJ language.

SPRING IN ACTION:COVERS SPRING 3.0, 3RD EDITION
About The Book: Spring in Action, Third Edition continues the practical, hands-on style of the previous bestselling editions. Author Craig Walls has a special knack for crisp and
entertaining examples that zoom in on the features and techniques you really need. This edition highlights the most important aspects of Spring 3.0 including REST, remote
services, messaging, Security, MVC, Web Flow, and more.

SPRING BOOT: UP AND RUNNING
O'Reilly Media With over 75 million downloads per month, Spring Boot is the most widely used Java framework available. Its ease and power have revolutionized application
development from monoliths to microservices. Yet Spring Boot's simplicity can also be confounding. How do developers learn enough to be productive immediately? This practical
book shows you how to use this framework to write successful mission-critical applications. Mark Heckler from VMware, the company behind Spring, guides you through Spring
Boot's architecture and approach, covering topics such as debugging, testing, and deployment. If you want to develop cloud native Java or Kotlin applications with Spring Boot
rapidly and eﬀectively--using reactive programming, building APIs, and creating database access of all kinds--this book is for you. Learn how Spring Boot simpliﬁes cloud native
application development and deployment Build reactive applications and extend communication across the network boundary to create distributed systems Understand how Spring
Boot's architecture and approach increase developer productivity and application portability Deploy Spring Boot applications for production workloads rapidly and reliably Monitor
application and system health for optimal performance and reliability Debug, test, and secure cloud-based applications painlessly

SPRING SHI ZHAN
本书分为5个部分,共19章.第1部分涵盖了构建Spring应用的基础话题.第2部分讨论如何将Spring应用与其他应用进行集成.第3部分探讨Spring对反应式编程提供的全新支持.第4部分拆分单体应用模型,介绍Spring Cloud和微服务开发.第5部分讨论如何为应用投入生产环境做准备以及如何进行部署.

HANDS-ON REACTIVE PROGRAMMING IN SPRING 5
BUILD CLOUD-READY, REACTIVE SYSTEMS WITH SPRING 5 AND PROJECT REACTOR
Packt Publishing Ltd Explore the reactive system and create eﬃcient microservices with Spring Boot 2.1 and Spring Cloud Key Features Understand the kind of system modern
businesses require with Spring Gain deeper insights into reactive programming with Reactor and Spring Cloud Get in-depth knowledge on asynchronous and nonblocking
communication with Spring 5 WebFlux Book Description These days, businesses need a new type of system that can remain responsive at all times. This is achievable with reactive
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programming; however, the development of these kinds of systems is a complex task, requiring a deep understanding of the domain. In order to develop highly responsive systems,
the developers of the Spring Framework came up with Project Reactor. Hands-On Reactive Programming in Spring 5 begins with the fundamentals of Spring Reactive programming.
You’ll explore the endless possibilities of building eﬃcient reactive systems with the Spring 5 Framework along with other tools such as WebFlux and Spring Boot. Further on, you’ll
study reactive programming techniques and apply them to databases and cross-server communication. You will advance your skills in scaling up Spring Cloud Streams and run
independent, high-performant reactive microservices. By the end of the book, you will be able to put your skills to use and get on board with the reactive revolution in Spring 5.1!
What you will learn Discover the diﬀerence between a reactive system and reactive programming Explore the beneﬁts of a reactive system and understand its applications Get to
grips with using reactive programming in Spring 5 Gain an understanding of Project Reactor Build a reactive system using Spring 5 and Project Reactor Create a highly eﬃcient
reactive microservice with Spring Cloud Test, monitor, and release reactive applications Who this book is for This book is for Java developers who use Spring to develop their
applications and want to build robust and reactive applications that can scale in the cloud. Basic knowledge of distributed systems and asynchronous programming will help you
understand the concepts covered in this book.

EXPERT ONE-ON-ONE J2EE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
John Wiley & Sons What is this book about? The results of using J2EE in practice are often disappointing: applications are often slow, unduly complex, and take too long to develop.
Rod Johnson believes that the problem lies not in J2EE itself, but in that it is often used badly. Many J2EE publications advocate approaches that, while ﬁne in theory, often fail in
reality, or deliver no real business value. Expert One-on-One: J2EE Design and Development aims to demystify J2EE development. Using a practical focus, it shows how to use J2EE
technologies to reduce, rather than increase, complexity. Rod draws on his experience of designing successful high-volume J2EE applications and salvaging failing projects, as well
as intimate knowledge of the J2EE speciﬁcations, to oﬀer a real-world, how-to guide on how you too can make J2EE work in practice. It will help you to solve common problems with
J2EE and avoid the expensive mistakes often made in J2EE projects. It will guide you through the complexity of the J2EE services and APIs to enable you to build the simplest
possible solution, on time and on budget. Rod takes a practical, pragmatic approach, questioning J2EE orthodoxy where it has failed to deliver results in practice and instead
suggesting eﬀective, proven approaches. What does this book cover? In this book, you will learn When to use a distributed architecture When and how to use EJB How to develop an
eﬃcient data access strategy How to design a clean and maintainable web interface How to design J2EE applications for performance Who is this book for? This book would be of
value to most enterprise developers. Although some of the discussion (for example, on performance and scalability) would be most relevant to architects and lead developers, the
practical focus would make it useful to anyone with some familiarity with J2EE. Because of the complete design-deployment coverage, a less advanced developer could work through
the book along with a more introductory text, and successfully build and understand the sample application. This comprehensive coverage would also be useful to developers in
smaller organisations, who might be called upon to ﬁll several normally distinct roles. What is special about this book? Wondering what diﬀerentiates this book from others like it in
the market? Take a look: It does not just discuss technology, but stress its practical application. The book is driven from the need to solve common tasks, rather than by the
elements of J2EE. It discuss risks in J2EE development It takes the reader through the entire design, development and build process of a non-trivial application. This wouldn't be
compressed into one or two chapters, like the Java Pet Store, but would be a realistic example comparable to the complexity of applications readers would need to build. At each
point in the design, alternative choices would be discussed. This would be important both where there's a real problem with the obvious alternative, and where the obvious
alternatives are perhaps equally valid. It emphasizes the use of OO design and design patterns in J2EE, without becoming a theoretical book

MODERN JAVA IN ACTION
LAMBDAS, STREAMS, FUNCTIONAL AND REACTIVE PROGRAMMING
Simon and Schuster Summary Manning's bestselling Java 8 book has been revised for Java 9! In Modern Java in Action, you'll build on your existing Java language skills with the
newest features and techniques. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the Technology Modern
applications take advantage of innovative designs, including microservices, reactive architectures, and streaming data. Modern Java features like lambdas, streams, and the longawaited Java Module System make implementing these designs signiﬁcantly easier. It's time to upgrade your skills and meet these challenges head on! About the Book Modern Java
in Action connects new features of the Java language with their practical applications. Using crystal-clear examples and careful attention to detail, this book respects your time. It
will help you expand your existing knowledge of core Java as you master modern additions like the Streams API and the Java Module System, explore new approaches to
concurrency, and learn how functional concepts can help you write code that's easier to read and maintain. What's inside Thoroughly revised edition of Manning's bestselling Java 8
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in Action New features in Java 8, Java 9, and beyond Streaming data and reactive programming The Java Module System About the Reader Written for developers familiar with core
Java features. About the Author Raoul-Gabriel Urma is CEO of Cambridge Spark. Mario Fusco is a senior software engineer at Red Hat. Alan Mycroft is a University of Cambridge
computer science professor; he cofounded the Raspberry Pi Foundation. Table of Contents PART 1 - FUNDAMENTALS Java 8, 9, 10, and 11: what's happening? Passing code with
behavior parameterization Lambda expressions PART 2 - FUNCTIONAL-STYLE DATA PROCESSING WITH STREAMS Introducing streams Working with streams Collecting data with
streams Parallel data processing and performance PART 3 - EFFECTIVE PROGRAMMING WITH STREAMS AND LAMBDAS Collection API enhancements Refactoring, testing, and
debugging Domain-speciﬁc languages using lambdas PART 4 - EVERYDAY JAVA Using Optional as a better alternative to null New Date and Time API Default methods The Java
Module System PART 5 - ENHANCED JAVA CONCURRENCY Concepts behind CompletableFuture and reactive programming CompletableFuture: composable asynchronous
programming Reactive programming PART 6 - FUNCTIONAL PROGRAMMING AND FUTURE JAVA EVOLUTION Thinking functionally Functional programming techniques Blending OOP
and FP: Comparing Java and Scala Conclusions and where next for Java

SPRING IN ACTION, UPDATED FOR SPRING 2.0, 2ND ED
Dreamtech Press Spring in Action 2nd Edition is an expanded, completely updated second edition of the best selling Spring in Action. Written by Craig Walls, one of Manning's best
writers, this book covers the exciting new features of Spring 2.0, which was released in October 2006. It describes ways to use EJB components alongside Spring. Through this book,
readers learn how Spring can be applied at the various layers of enterprise applications.

EXPERT SPRING MVC AND WEB FLOW
Apress * 1st and only book to market on the open source Spring MVC and Web Flows, positioned to become the new "Struts." * Will be the only authoritative solution, by the Spring
MVC and Spring Web Flows project leads themselves. * Two markets for this book. 1) Ex-patriots from the Struts world who have developed numerous web applications, but are
looking for more and willing to take the initiative to experiment with new solutions; and 2) early adopter web developers into Web Flow, which has created a lot of buzz and will
generate interest around this book as well as Spring MVC.

PORTLETS IN ACTION
COVERS PORTLET 2.0, SPRING 3.0, PORTLET MVC, WSRP 2.0, PORTLET BRIDGES, AJAX, COMET, LIFERAY, GATELN, SPRING JDBC AND HIBERNATE
Manning Publications Summary Portlets in Action is a comprehensive, hands-on guide to building portlet-driven applications in Java. Covers Portlet 2.0, Spring 3.0 Portlet MVC,
WSRP 2.0, Portlet Bridges, Ajax, Comet, Liferay, GateIn, Spring JDBC, and Hibernate. About the Technology Portlets are the small Java applications that run within a portal. Good
portlets work independently and also communicate ﬂuently with the portal, other portlets, as well as outside servers and information sources. Using Java's Portlet 2.0 API and portal
servers like Liferay, you can build ﬂexible, stable business portals without the design overhead required by other application styles. About the Book Portlets in Action is a
comprehensive guide to building portlet-driven applications in Java. It teaches portlet development hands-on as you develop a portal that incorporates most key features of the
Portlet 2.0 API. And because portals and portlets are so ﬂexible, the accompanying source code can be easily adapted and reused. Along the way, you'll learn how to work with key
web frameworks like Spring 3.0 Portlet MVC and DWR. Written for Java developers. No prior experience with portlets required Purchase of the print book comes with an oﬀer of a
free PDF, ePub, and Kindle eBook from Manning. Also available is all code from the book. What's Inside Complete coverage of the Portlet 2.0 API Spring 3.0 Portlet MVC and the
Liferay portal server Portal design best practices Reusable source code ================================ Table of Contents PART 1 GETTING STARTED WITH PORTLET
DEVELOPMENT Introducing portals and portlets The portlet lifecycle Portlet 2.0 API - portlet objects and container-runtime options Portlet 2.0 API - caching, security, and localization
Building your own portal Using the portlet tag library PART 2 DEVELOPING PORTLETS USING SPRING AND HIBERNATE Getting started with Spring Portlet MVC Annotation-driven
development with Spring Integrating portlets with databases PART 3 ADVANCED PORTLET DEVELOPMENT Personalizing portlets Communicating with other portlets Ajaxing portlets
Reusable logic with portlet ﬁlters Portlet bridges Web Services for Remote Portlets (WSRP)

HARRY POTTER AND THE CURSED CHILD
Sphere The oﬃcial playscript of the original West End production of Harry Potter and the Cursed Child. It was always diﬃcult being Harry Potter and it isn't much easier now that he
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is an overworked employee of the Ministry of Magic, a husband, and father of three school-age children. While Harry grapples with a past that refuses to stay where it belongs, his
youngest son Albus must struggle with the weight of a family legacy he never wanted. As past and present fuse ominously, both father and son learn the uncomfortable truth:
sometimes, darkness comes from unexpected places. The playscript for Harry Potter and the Cursed Child was originally released as a 'special rehearsal edition' alongside the
opening of Jack Thorne's play in London's West End in summer 2016. Based on an original story by J.K. Rowling, John Tiﬀany and Jack Thorne, the play opened to rapturous reviews
from theatregoers and critics alike, while the oﬃcial playscript became an immediate global bestseller. This revised paperback edition updates the 'special rehearsal edition' with
the conclusive and ﬁnal dialogue from the play, which has subtly changed since its rehearsals, as well as a conversation piece between director John Tiﬀany and writer Jack Thorne,
who share stories and insights about reading playscripts. This edition also includes useful background information including the Potter family tree and a timeline of events from the
wizarding world prior to the beginning of Harry Potter and the Cursed Child.

COMMON WORSHIP: TIMES AND SEASONS PRESIDENT'S EDITION
Canterbury Press This revised, expanded edition of the Common Worship President’s Edition contains everything to celebrate Holy Communion Order One throughout the church
year. It combines relevant material from the original President’s Edition with Eucharistic material from Times and Seasons, Festivals and Pastoral Services, and the Additional
Collects.

RUST IN ACTION
Simon and Schuster "This well-written book will help you make the most of what Rust has to oﬀer." - Ramnivas Laddad, author of AspectJ in Action Rust in Action is a hands-on guide
to systems programming with Rust. Written for inquisitive programmers, it presents real-world use cases that go far beyond syntax and structure. Summary Rust in Action
introduces the Rust programming language by exploring numerous systems programming concepts and techniques. You'll be learning Rust by delving into how computers work
under the hood. You'll ﬁnd yourself playing with persistent storage, memory, networking and even tinkering with CPU instructions. The book takes you through using Rust to extend
other applications and teaches you tricks to write blindingly fast code. You'll also discover parallel and concurrent programming. Filled to the brim with real-life use cases and
scenarios, you'll go beyond the Rust syntax and see what Rust has to oﬀer in real-world use cases. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats
from Manning Publications. About the technology Rust is the perfect language for systems programming. It delivers the low-level power of C along with rock-solid safety features
that let you code fearlessly. Ideal for applications requiring concurrency, Rust programs are compact, readable, and blazingly fast. Best of all, Rust’s famously smart compiler helps
you avoid even subtle coding errors. About the book Rust in Action is a hands-on guide to systems programming with Rust. Written for inquisitive programmers, it presents realworld use cases that go far beyond syntax and structure. You’ll explore Rust implementations for ﬁle manipulation, networking, and kernel-level programming and discover
awesome techniques for parallelism and concurrency. Along the way, you’ll master Rust’s unique borrow checker model for memory management without a garbage collector.
What's inside Elementary to advanced Rust programming Practical examples from systems programming Command-line, graphical and networked applications About the reader For
intermediate programmers. No previous experience with Rust required. About the author Tim McNamara uses Rust to build data processing pipelines and generative art. He is an
expert in natural language processing and data engineering. Table of Contents 1 Introducing Rust PART 1 RUST LANGUAGE DISTINCTIVES 2 Language foundations 3 Compound data
types 4 Lifetimes, ownership, and borrowing PART 2 DEMYSTIFYING SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING 5 Data in depth 6 Memory 7 Files and storage 8 Networking 9 Time and timekeeping 10
Processes, threads, and containers 11 Kernel 12 Signals, interrupts, and exceptions

DEPENDENCY INJECTION
DESIGN PATTERNS USING SPRING AND GUICE
Simon and Schuster Dependency Injection is an in-depth guide to the current best practices forusing the Dependency Injection pattern-the key concept in Spring and therapidlygrowing Google Guice. It explores Dependency Injection, sometimescalled Inversion of Control, in ﬁne detail with numerous practical examples.Developers will learn to apply
important techniques, focusing on their strengthsand limitations, with a particular emphasis on pitfalls, corner-cases, and bestpractices. This book is written for developers and
architects who want to understandDependency Injection and successfully leverage popular DI technologies such asSpring, Google Guice, PicoContainer, and many others. The book
exploresmany small examples of anchor concepts and unfolds a larger example to showthe big picture. Written primarily from a Java point-of-view, this book is appropriate for
anydeveloper with a working knowledge of object-oriented programming in Java,Ruby, or C#. Purchase of the print book comes with an oﬀer of a free PDF, ePub, and Kindle eBook
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from Manning. Also available is all code from the book.

SPRING START HERE
LEARN WHAT YOU NEED AND LEARN IT WELL
Simon and Schuster "Spring Start Here teaches Java developers how to build applications using Spring framework. Informative graphics, relevant examples, and author Laurenţiu
Spilcă's clear and lively writing make it easy to pick up the skills you need. You'll discover how to plan, write, and test applications. And by concentrating on the most important
features, this no-nonsense book gives you a ﬁrm foundation for exploring Spring's rich ecosystem"--Back cover.

SYMBOLIC INTERACTIONISM
PERSPECTIVE AND METHOD
Univ of California Press This is a collection of articles dealing with the point of view of symbolic interactionism and with the topic of methodology in the discipline of sociology. It is
written by the leading ﬁgure in the school of symbolic interactionism, and presents what might be regarded as the most authoritative statement of its point of view, outlining its
fundamental premises and sketching their implications for sociological study. Blumer states that symbolic interactionism rests on three premises: that human beings act toward
things on the basis of the meanings of things have for them; that the meaning of such things derives from the social interaction one has with one's fellows; and that these meanings
are handled in, and modiﬁed through, an interpretive process.

CLOUD NATIVE JAVA
DESIGNING RESILIENT SYSTEMS WITH SPRING BOOT, SPRING CLOUD, AND CLOUD FOUNDRY
"O'Reilly Media, Inc." What separates the traditional enterprise from the likes of Amazon, Netﬂix, and Etsy? Those companies have reﬁned the art of cloud native development to
maintain their competitive edge and stay well ahead of the competition. This practical guide shows Java/JVM developers how to build better software, faster, using Spring Boot,
Spring Cloud, and Cloud Foundry. Many organizations have already waded into cloud computing, test-driven development, microservices, and continuous integration and delivery.
Authors Josh Long and Kenny Bastani fully immerse you in the tools and methodologies that will help you transform your legacy application into one that is genuinely cloud native.
In four sections, this book takes you through: The Basics: learn the motivations behind cloud native thinking; conﬁgure and test a Spring Boot application; and move your legacy
application to the cloud Web Services: build HTTP and RESTful services with Spring; route requests in your distributed system; and build edge services closer to the data Data
Integration: manage your data with Spring Data, and integrate distributed services with Spring’s support for event-driven, messaging-centric architectures Production: make your
system observable; use service brokers to connect stateful services; and understand the big ideas behind continuous delivery

BEETLEJUICE
THE MUSICAL. THE MUSICAL. THE MUSICAL. VOCAL SELECTIONS
Hal Leonard Publishing Corporation (Vocal Selections). This matching folio to the 2019 Broadway musical based in the 1988 ﬁlm of the same name features 15 vocal arrangements
with piano accompaniment. Songs include: Barbara 2.0 * Creepy Old Guy * Day-O (The Banana Boat Song) * Dead Mom * Fright of Their Lives * Girl Scout * Home * Jump in the Line *
No Reason * Prologue: Invisible * Ready, Set, Not Yet * Say My Name * That Beautiful Sound * What I Know Now * The Whole "Being Dead" Thing.

ANGULAR IN ACTION
Simon and Schuster Summary Angular in Action teaches you everything you need to build production-ready Angular applications.Thoroughly practical and packed with tricks and
tips, this hands-on tutorial is perfect for web devs ready to build web applications that can handle whatever you throw at them. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in
PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the Technology Angular makes it easy to deliver amazing web apps. This powerful JavaScript platform provides the
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tooling to man- age your project, libraries to help handle most common tasks, and a rich ecosystem full of third-party capabilities to add as needed. Built with developer productivity
in mind, Angular boosts your eﬃciency with a modern component architecture, well-constructed APIs, and a rich community. About the Book Angular in Action teaches you
everything you need to build production-ready Angular applications. You'll start coding immediately, as you move from the basics to advanced techniques like testing, dependency
injection, and performance tuning. Along the way, you'll take advantage of TypeScript and ES2015 features to write clear, well-architected code. Thoroughly practical and packed
with tricks and tips, this hands-on tutorial is perfect for web devs ready to build web applications that can handle whatever you throw at them. What's Inside Spinning up your ﬁrst
Angular application A complete tour of Angular's features Comprehensive example projects Testing and debugging Managing large applications About the Reader Written for web
developers comfortable with JavaScript, HTML, and CSS. About the Author Jeremy Wilken is a Google Developer Expert in Angular, Web Technologies, and Google Assistant. He has
many years of experience building web applications and libraries for eBay, Teradata, and VMware. Table of Contents Angular: a modern web platform Building your ﬁrst Angular app
App essentials Component basics Advanced components Services Routing Building custom directives and pipes Forms Testing your application Angular in production

SELENIUM WEBDRIVER IN PRACTICE
Manning Publications Web applications are diﬃcult to test because so much depends on the way a user interacts with individual pages. The Selenium WebDriver web testing
framework helps developers build reliable and maintainable test automation for their web applications across multiple browsers, operating systems and programming languages.
Much like a human, it can click on links, ﬁll out forms, and read web pages. Unlike a human, it never gets bored. WebDriver can do nearly anything it's asked to do-the trick is to
come up with a uniﬁed approach to testing. Fortunately, that's where this book really shines. Selenium WebDriver in Practice is a hands-on guide to dozens of speciﬁc techniques
developers can use to get the most out of WebDriver in test automation development. Following a cookbook- style Problem/Solution/Discussion format, this practical handbook gives
readers instantly-useful solutions for important areas like interacting with and testing web applications and using the WebDriver APIs. Readers graduate from WebDriver
fundamentals to must-have practices ranging from how to interact with, control and verify web pages and exception handling, to more complex interactions like page objects, alerts,
and JavaScript, as well as integrating with Continuous Integration tools, mobile testing, and much more. By the end of the book, readers will be conﬁdent and skilled at testing their
web applications with WebDriver. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.

API DESIGN PATTERNS
Simon and Schuster API Design Patterns lays out a set of design principles for building internal and public-facing APIs. Summary A collection of best practices and design standards
for web and internal APIs. In API Design Patterns you will learn: Guiding principles for API patterns Fundamentals of resource layout and naming Handling data types for any
programming language Standard methods that ensure predictability Field masks for targeted partial updates Authentication and validation methods for secure APIs Collective
operations for moving, managing, and deleting data Advanced patterns for special interactions and data transformations API Design Patterns reveals best practices for building
stable, user-friendly APIs. These design patterns can be applied to solve common API problems and ﬂexibly altered to ﬁt your speciﬁc needs. Hands-on examples and relevant usecases illustrate patterns for API fundamentals, advanced functionalities, and even uncommon scenarios. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub
formats from Manning Publications. About the technology APIs are contracts that deﬁne how applications, services, and components communicate. API design patterns provide a
shared set of best practices, speciﬁcations and standards that ensure APIs are reliable and simple for other developers to use. This book collects and explains the most important
patterns from both the API design community and the experts at Google. About the book API Design Patterns lays out a set of design principles for building internal and publicfacing APIs. Google API expert JJ Geewax presents patterns that ensure your APIs are consistent, scalable, and ﬂexible. You’ll improve the design of the most common APIs, plus
discover techniques for tricky edge cases. Precise illustrations, relevant examples, and detailed scenarios make every pattern clear and easy to understand. What's inside Guiding
principles for API patterns Fundamentals of resource layout and naming Advanced patterns for special interactions and data transformations A detailed case-study on building an
API and adding features About the reader For developers building web and internal APIs in any language. About the author JJ Geewax is a software engineer at Google, focusing on
Google Cloud Platform, API design, and real-time payment systems. He is also the author of Manning’s Google Cloud Platform in Action. Table of Contents PART 1 INTRODUCTION 1
Introduction to APIs 2 Introduction to API design patterns PART 2 DESIGN PRINCIPLES 3 Naming 4 Resource scope and hierarchy 5 Data types and defaults PART 3 FUNDAMENTALS 6
Resource identiﬁcation 7 Standard methods 8 Partial updates and retrievals 9 Custom methods 10 Long-running operations 11 Rerunnable jobs PART 4 RESOURCE RELATIONSHIPS
12 Singleton sub-resources 13 Cross references 14 Association resources 15 Add and remove custom methods 16 Polymorphism PART 5 COLLECTIVE OPERATIONS 17 Copy and move
18 Batch operations 19 Criteria-based deletion 20 Anonymous writes 21 Pagination 22 Filtering 23 Importing and exporting PART 6 SAFETY AND SECURITY 24 Versioning and
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compatibility 25 Soft deletion 26 Request deduplication 27 Request validation 28 Resource revisions 29 Request retrial 30 Request authentication

PRO SPRING BOOT 2
AN AUTHORITATIVE GUIDE TO BUILDING MICROSERVICES, WEB AND ENTERPRISE APPLICATIONS, AND BEST PRACTICES
Apress Quickly and productively develop complex Spring applications and microservices out of the box, with minimal concern over things like conﬁgurations. This revised book will
show you how to fully leverage the Spring Boot 2 technology and how to apply it to create enterprise ready applications that just work. It will also cover what's been added to the
new Spring Boot 2 release, including Spring Framework 5 features like WebFlux, Security, Actuator and the new way to expose Metrics through Micrometer framework, and more.
This book is your authoritative hands-on practical guide for increasing your enterprise Java and cloud application productivity while decreasing development time. It's a no nonsense
guide with case studies of increasing complexity throughout the book. The author, a senior solutions architect and Principal Technical instructor with Pivotal, the company behind
the Spring Framework, shares his experience, insights and ﬁrst-hand knowledge about how Spring Boot technology works and best practices. Pro Spring Boot 2 is an essential book
for your Spring learning and reference library. What You Will Learn Conﬁgure and use Spring Boot Use non-functional requirements with Spring Boot Actuator Carry out web
development with Spring Boot Persistence with JDBC, JPA and NoSQL Databases Messaging with JMS, RabbitMQ and WebSockets Test and deploy with Spring Boot A quick look at the
Spring Cloud projects Microservices and deployment to the Cloud Extend Spring Boot by creating your own Spring Boot Starter and @Enable feature Who This Book Is For
Experienced Spring and Java developers seeking increased productivity gains and decreased complexity and development time in their applications and software services.

REGENERATION
"Many organisms are able to regenerate damaged tissues - from heart muscle after cardiac injury in mammals to entire limbs in organisms like the axolotl. This volume explores the
biological basis of regeneration, examining the developmental pathways involved, the underlying molecular mechanisms and how this knowledge may ultimately be applied
therapeutically"--

HEAD FIRST DESIGN PATTERNS
A BRAIN-FRIENDLY GUIDE
"O'Reilly Media, Inc." Using research in neurobiology, cognitive science and learning theory, this text loads patterns into your brain in a way that lets you put them to work
immediately, makes you better at solving software design problems, and improves your ability to speak the language of patterns with others on your team.

SPRING IN PRACTICE
COVERS SPRING 3
Manning Publications Summary Spring in Practice shows you how to tackle the challenges you face when you build Spring-based applications. The book empowers software
developers to solve concrete business problems by mapping application-level issues to Spring-centric solutions. It diverges from other cookbooks because it presents the
background you need to understand the domain in which a solution applies before it oﬀers the speciﬁc steps to solve the problem. About this Book Spring in Practice covers 66
Spring development techniques and the practical issues you will encounter when using them. The book starts with three carefully crafted introductory chapters to get you up to
speed on the fundamentals. And then, the core of the book takes you step-by-step through the important, practical techniques you will use no matter what type of application you're
building. You'll hone your Spring skills with examples on user accounts, security, NoSQL data stores, and application integration. Along the way, you'll explore Spring-based
approaches to domain-speciﬁc challenges like CRM, conﬁguration management, and site reliability. What's Inside Covers Spring 3 Successful outcomes with integration testing
Dozens of web app techniques using Spring MVC Practical examples and real-world context How to work eﬀectively with data Each technique highlights something new or
interesting about Spring and focuses on that concept in detail. This book assumes you have a good foundation in Java and Java EE. Prior exposure to Spring Framework is helpful but
not required. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the Authors Willie Wheeler is a Principal
Applications Engineer with 16 years of experience in Java/Java EE and Spring Framework. Joshua White is a Solutions Architect in the ﬁnancial and health services industries. He has
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worked with Spring Framework since its inception in 2002. Table of Contents Introducing Spring: the dependency injection container Data persistence, ORM, and transactions
Building web applications with Spring Web MVC Basic web forms Enhancing Spring MVC applications with Web Flow Authenticating users Authorizing user requests Communicating
with users and customers Creating a rich-text comment engine Integration testing Building a conﬁguration management database Building an article-delivery engine Enterprise
integration Creating a Spring-based "site-up" framework

LEARN MICROSERVICES WITH SPRING BOOT
A PRACTICAL APPROACH TO RESTFUL SERVICES USING RABBITMQ, EUREKA, RIBBON, ZUUL AND CUCUMBER
Apress Build a microservices architecture with Spring Boot, by evolving an application from a small monolith to an event-driven architecture composed of several services. This book
follows an incremental approach to teach microservice structure, test-driven development, Eureka, Ribbon, Zuul, and end-to-end tests with Cucumber. Author Moises Macero follows
a very pragmatic approach to explain the beneﬁts of using this type of software architecture, instead of keeping you distracted with theoretical concepts. He covers some of the
state-of-the-art techniques in computer programming, from a practical point of view. You’ll focus on what's important, starting with the minimum viable product but keeping the
ﬂexibility to evolve it. What You'll Learn Build microservices with Spring Boot Use event-driven architecture and messaging with RabbitMQ Create RESTful services with Spring
Master service discovery with Eureka and load balancing with Ribbon Route requests with Zuul as your API gateway Write end-to-end rests for an event-driven architecture using
Cucumber Carry out continuous integration and deployment Who This Book Is For Those with at least some prior experience with Java programming. Some prior exposure to Spring
Boot recommended but not required.

MICROSERVICES SECURITY IN ACTION
Manning Publications Microservices Security in Action teaches you how to address microservices-speciﬁc security challenges throughout the system. This practical guide includes
plentiful hands-on exercises using industry-leading open-source tools and examples using Java and Spring Boot. Summary Unlike traditional enterprise applications, Microservices
applications are collections of independent components that function as a system. Securing the messages, queues, and API endpoints requires new approaches to security both in
the infrastructure and the code. Microservices Security in Action teaches you how to address microservices-speciﬁc security challenges throughout the system. This practical guide
includes plentiful hands-on exercises using industry-leading open-source tools and examples using Java and Spring Boot. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF,
Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the technology Integrating independent services into a single system presents special security challenges in a
microservices deployment. With proper planning, however, you can build in security from the start. Learn to create secure services and protect application data throughout
development and deployment. As microservices continue to change enterprise application systems, developers and architects must learn to integrate security into their design and
implementation. Because microservices are created as a system of independent components, each a possible point of failure, they can multiply the security risk. With proper
planning, design, and implementation, you can reap the beneﬁts of microservices while keeping your application data—and your company’s reputation—safe! About the book
Microservices Security in Action is ﬁlled with solutions, teaching best practices for throttling and monitoring, access control, and microservice-to-microservice communications.
Detailed code samples, exercises, and real-world use cases help you put what you’ve learned into production. Along the way, authors and software security experts Prabath
Siriwardena and Nuwan Dias shine a light on important concepts like throttling, analytics gathering, access control at the API gateway, and microservice-to-microservice
communication. You’ll also discover how to securely deploy microservices using state-of-the-art technologies including Kubernetes, Docker, and the Istio service mesh. Lots of
hands-on exercises secure your learning as you go, and this straightforward guide wraps up with a security process review and best practices. When you’re ﬁnished reading, you’ll
be planning, designing, and implementing microservices applications with the priceless conﬁdence that comes with knowing they’re secure! What's inside Microservice security
concepts Edge services with an API gateway Deployments with Docker, Kubernetes, and Istio Security testing at the code level Communications with HTTP, gRPC, and Kafka About
the reader For experienced microservices developers with intermediate Java skills. About the author Prabath Siriwardena is the vice president of security architecture at WSO2.
Nuwan Dias is the director of API architecture at WSO2. They have designed secure systems for many Fortune 500 companies. Table of Contents PART 1 OVERVIEW 1 Microservices
security landscape 2 First steps in securing microservices PART 2 EDGE SECURITY 3 Securing north/south traﬃc with an API gateway 4 Accessing a secured microservice via a singlepage application 5 Engaging throttling, monitoring, and access control PART 3 SERVICE-TO-SERVICE COMMUNICATIONS 6 Securing east/west traﬃc with certiﬁcates 7 Securing
east/west traﬃc with JWT 8 Securing east/west traﬃc over gRPC 9 Securing reactive microservices PART 4 SECURE DEPLOYMENT 10 Conquering container security with Docker 11
Securing microservices on Kubernetes 12 Securing microservices with Istio service mesh PART 5 SECURE DEVELOPMENT 13 Secure coding practices and automation
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